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Introduction. If we look at a corpus of real human-
human dialogues, we find evidence of frequently reoccur-
ring sequences of utterance types. For instance, ques-
tions are followed by answers and proposals are usually
either accepted, rejected, or countered. These interac-
tion patterns have inspired a line of research whose ob-
ject of description is, broadly speaking, the rule-governed
behaviour exhibited by dialogue interaction. Communi-
cation patterns are usually modelled by means of conven-
tional protocols, i.e. public conventions which specify the
range of possible follow-ups available to the participating
agents.

In this paper, we examine a variety of dialogue proto-
cols, taking inspiration from two fields: natural language
dialogue modelling and multiagent systems. In commu-
nicative interaction, one can identify different features
that may increase the complexity of the dialogue struc-
ture. This motivates a hierarchy of abstract models for
protocols that takes as a starting point protocols based
on deterministic finite automata. From there, we proceed
by looking at particular examples that justify either an
enrichment or a restriction of the initial model.

An extended version of this paper is available as a tech-
nical report [5].

Protocols as finite automata. Deterministic finite
automata (DFAs) have been widely used to represent com-
munication protocols, in particular in the area of multi-
agent systems. Pitt and Mamdani [8] give several exam-
ples for such automata-based protocols. One of them, the
continuous update protocol, specifies a class of dialogues
between two agents A and B where A continuously up-
dates B on the value of some proposition. The following
diagram provides an intuitive description of this protocol:
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This representation allows for a simple formalisation of
the notion of legality of an utterance at a given point in a
dialogue. Given the current dialogue state q, an utterance
u constitutes a legal continuation of the dialogue iff there
exists a state q′ such that the automaton’s transition func-
tion maps the pair (q, u) to q′. This type of protocols will
provide the starting point for our proposed classification
of communication protocols.

Protocols that allow for subdialogues. DFA-based
protocols have also been successfully used in natural lan-
guage interaction. However, some very common features

of natural language dialogue cannot be captured by a
DFA. The following example shows a dialogue where sev-
eral question-answer sequences are embedded:

A : (1) Who should we invite? [Q1]
B : (2) Should we invite Bill? [Q2]
A : (3) Which Bill? [Q3]
B : (4) Jack’s brother. [A3]
A : (5) Oh, yes. [A2]
B : (6) OK, then we should invite Gill as well. [A1]

The presence of embedded subdialogues creates a struc-
ture that calls for an enrichment of the DFA-based model.
This can be modelled by adding a stack to a DFA. In the
example above, questions would get pushed onto the stack,
to be then popped by their respective answers. The ma-
chine model of a DFA together with a stack corresponds
to a pushdown automaton. An example of a structur-
ing mechanism able to handle this kind of phenomena is
Ginzburg’s qud (questions under discussion) [6].

Protocols with memory. DFAs are abstract machines
with a limited amount of memory (encoded by the states
of the automaton). Adding a (finite) stack amounts to
enriching the automaton with an unlimited memory com-
ponent. Modelling this memory as a stack is just one of
many options. Besides stacks, we may consider a variety
of abstract data types (ADTs) such as, for instance, sets
or lists. Every ADT comes with a set of basic operations
(push(x) and pop in the case of a stack) and functions (top
to return the top element on a stack, for example).1 In the
sequel, we are going to discuss several examples that mo-
tivate different choices for ADTs as memory components
on top of our basic DFA-based model.

Protocols with a stack of sets. As some authors have
noticed [6, 2], when successive queries are asked within
a single turn, a protocol with a simple stack is not al-
ways correct. This is illustrated by the following example
(adapted from [2]):

A : (1) Where were you on the 15th? [Q1]
A : (2) Did you talk to him after the incident? [Q2]

B : (3) I didn’t talk to anyone. [A2]
B : (4) I was at home. [A1]

B : (3’) I was at home. [A1]
B : (4’) I didn’t talk to anyone. [A2]

Dialogues as the one above show that when two or more
questions are uttered in succession by the same speaker,

1A recent formalisation of a complex protocol with memory in
dynamic logic (DL), namely a protocol for inquiry-oriented dialogues
based on Ginzburg’s dialogue gameboard [4], suggests that the usual
DL program constructors provide an adequate language to combine
these basic operations.



the respondent is sometimes allowed to answer them in
any order. In terms of our hierarchy of protocols with
memory, such an architecture can be modelled using a
DFA together with a finite stack of sets. The questions
under discussion that currently have maximal conversa-
tional precedence are those in the top set on the stack.

An interesting issue is what causes a question to be
either inserted into the maximal set of the stack or, al-
ternatively, to be pushed on top of the stack of sets. As
Ginzburg [6] and Asher [2] argue, this depends on the re-
lation of that question to those that are already in the
maximal set on the stack. For instance, in the previous
example the discourse relation of Coordination is said to
hold between questions (1) and (2), while in the earlier
example the relation that holds between the questions is
that of Query-elaboration. This shows that, in order to de-
termine the legality of a dialogue move with respect to a
given protocol, one also has to take into account complex
relations between the utterances occurring in a dialogue.
Integrating this kind of conditions with our abstract model
of protocols with memory is one of issues we are currently
investigating further.

Protocols with a blackboard. Our next example is
inspired by work on argumentation in discourse modelling.
Argumentation-based protocols have recently been used
to model different types of dialogues between software
agents [1]. Central to this approach is the notion of a
so-called commitment store [7]. For example, asserting
an argument amounts to placing that argument into one’s
commitment store. A retract move would then be con-
sidered legal only if the corresponding argument can be
found in the agent’s commitment store (and would itself
cause the respective argument to be deleted again).

This kind of “blackboard architecture” may be mod-
elled in terms of a DFA-based protocol together with a
(finite) set (or possibly one set for each agent). Any ut-
terances that may affect the legality of utterances later on
in a dialogue would be stored in this set.

Protocols with a list. Systems providing access to the
dialogue history explicitly in order to check the legality of
an utterance may be modelled as DFA-based protocols
together with a finite list (by appending utterances to the
end of the list as they occur in the dialogue).

This is the most powerful protocol model we have
discussed, because, given the (full) dialogue history, it
should—in principle—always be possible to specify any
conditions pertaining to the legality of an utterance. In
fact, this is precisely the thesis underlying the convention-
alist approach to communication protocols (in multiagent
systems research): what is legal may only depend on pub-
licly observable facts.

Shallow protocols. So far we have concentrated on en-
riching the basic model of DFA-based protocols to cater
for a variety of complex dialogue phenomena. Where such
phenomena are not present, we may usefully restrict the
model rather than extend it. Recently, a class of so-called
shallow protocols has been introduced in the context of
multiagent systems [3]. A shallow protocol is a protocol
where the legality of an utterance can be determined on
the sole basis of the previous utterance in the dialogue.
For example, to express that any proposal by agent A
must be followed by either an acceptance, a rejection, or

a counter proposal by agent B, we may use the following
shallow rule:2

A: propose → e(B: accept ∨ B: reject ∨ B: counter)

While such a simplistic approach will have little relevance
to natural language dialogue modelling, it can be of great
interest in the area of multiagent systems. As shown in [3],
it is possible to check a priori whether a given agent will
behave in conformance to a given shallow protocol by in-
specting the agent’s specification, rather than just observ-
ing an actual dialogue at runtime.

Conclusion. We have reviewed a variety of interesting
features of dialogue as they occur either in natural lan-
guage interaction or in the context of multiagent systems.
These features have given rise to a number of different
abstract models for dialogue protocols. These protocols
are based on the machine model of a deterministic finite
automaton, which we have further enriched with memory
components modelled as different abstract data types. In
one case, we have also seen that a restriction of the basic
model can have useful applications.

We hope to have been able to point out interesting con-
nections between issues in dialogue modelling on the one
hand, and well-known machine models from the theory of
computation on the other.
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2The next-operator d(familiar from linear temporal logic) refers
to the next turn in the dialogue.


